ELO Digital Office USA Announces Axioma Selects ELOprofessional for
Enterprise Content Management
Leading provider of enterprise risk management solutions and financial analytics will leverage ELO
for their document management
Boston, MA – November 1, 2017 -- ELO Digital Office USA, enabling businesses to improve collaboration and
streamline information management in a digital economy, announced today that Axioma, a leading provider
of enterprise risk management solutions, is implementing ELOprofessional as a component of its content
management initiatives. Financial institutions worldwide use Axioma solutions to unify their view of risk
across front, middle and back office functions. ELOprofessional will enable Axioma to digitize and classify
existing and incoming documents, regardless of format or input channel, and forward them to a downstream
business process. ELOprofessional, part of a suite of content and document management solutions from ELO
Digital Office, is available through the ELO Business Partner network and was sold to Axioma by ELO partner
Ovitas, Inc. (Burlington, MA).

“We offer our clients, who are among the world’s top financial firms, the most comprehensive suite of risk
management and performance attribution software on the market,” notes Michael Schnell, manager of
documentation and training at Axioma. “To better serve our clients and help advance our product suite, we
wanted to synchronize our content development efforts on a system that would address our current needs
and serve us well into the future.” Axioma will implement ELOprofessional worldwide for software
development.

Comprehensive – Quick Time-to-Value ECM
ELOprofessional is an advanced modular client-server solution that offers the full benefits of an ECM
infrastructure environment including extensive configuration options, scalability, and automated business
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processes as well as options for real-time data analysis, innovative search technology, and automated
processes.

With a modern interface and familiar-looking filing system, ELOprofessional drives quick user adoption and
fast time-to-value. The system’s comprehensive offerings include capabilities for:
•

Information capture – both digital and paper-based for on-demand access

•

Email archiving to ensure emails and attachments are linked to processes

•

Electronic, rules-based workflows to standardize business operations and process automation

•

Document versioning for structured and secure collaboration

•

Integration with leading applications for ERP, CRM, CAD, email, and Microsoft® office products

•

Collaboration tools for enhanced team coordination, communication, and productivity

•

End-to-end automation for improved business transparency

“Axioma is representative of the many forward-thinking companies that recognize digital content
management is no longer a nice-to-have but a must-have,” says Szilvia Horvath, CEO of ELO Digital Office
USA. “And, we are delighted that they selected ELOprofessional as their ECM platform. Moreover, Axioma’s
decision to purchase ELO demonstrates the strength of our growing partner network in the United States.”
About ELO Digital Office USA
ELO Digital Office USA provides innovative digital content management solutions for organizations of all sizes and
industries throughout the United States. ELOoffice, ELOprofessional, and ELOenterprise give businesses an electronic
and secure way to easily capture, archive, and manage business documents and information – both paper-based and
digital. A subsidiary of ELO Digital Office GmbH (founded in 1998), ELO USA is headquartered in Boston, MA and is part
of a network of global ELO offices throughout Asia, Australia, Europe, and North and South America. ELO Digital Office
GmbH has an extensive network of global business partners and maintains technology partnerships with industry
leaders such as IBM, Microsoft, and SAP. Visit ELO USA. Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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